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Abstrat
This paper is onerned with sampling from the uniform distribution on H-
olourings of the n-vertex path using systemati san Markov hains. An H-
olouring of the n-vertex path is a homomorphism from the n-vertex path to some
xed graph H. We show that systemati san for H-olourings of the n-vertex path
mixes in O(log n) sans for any xed H. This is a signiant improvement over the
previous bound on the mixing time whih was O(n5) sans. Furthermore we show
that for a slightly more restrited family of H (where any two verties are onneted
by a 2-edge path) systemati san also mixes in O(log n) sans for any san order.
Finally, for ompleteness, we show that a random update Markov hain mixes in
O(n log n) updates for any xed H, improving the previous bound on the mixing
time from O(n5) updates.
1 Introdution
Many ombinatorial problems are of interest to omputer sientists both in their own
right and due to their natural appliations to statistial physis. Suh problems an
often be studied by onsidering homomorphisms from the graph of interest G to some
xed graph H . This is known as an H-olouring of G. The verties of H orrespond
to olours and the edges of H speify whih olours are allowed to be adjaent in an
H-olouring of a graph. Let H = (C,E) by any xed graph. We will refer to C as the
set of olours (in the literature it is often referred to as the set of spins). Formally an
H-olouring of a graph G = (V,EG) is a funtion h : V → C suh that (h(v), h(u)) ∈ E
for all edges (v, u) ∈ EG of G. For example if H is the graph in Figure 1 then C = {a, b}
and sites (in order to be onsistent with existing literature, e.g. Weitz [28℄, we will refer
to elements of V as sites throughout this paper) assigned olour a in an H-olouring of
∗
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Figure 1: The graph desribing the independent sets model. Sites assigned olour a are
out and sites assigned b are in.
ba
Figure 2: The graph desribing the Beah model.
G are permitted to be adjaent to sites assigned both a and b, but sites assigned olour
b an only be adjaent to sites assigned olour a.
Due to the appliability of H-olourings to models in statistial physis, and for ease
of analysis, H-olouring problems are often studied by restriting attention to a spei
graph H . We now give a few examples of speial ases of H that orrespond to important
H-olouring problems. H-olourings using the graph H from Figure 1 orrespond to
independent set ongurations of a graph where sites assigned olour a are out and
sites assigned b are in the independent set. It is usual to assign weight 1 to vertex a
and some positive weight λ > 0 to vertex b in H . Independent sets (also known as the
hard-ore lattie gas model when using the weighted setting) is one of the most ommonly
studied type of H-olourings in theoretial omputer siene. Another well-studied ase
is when H is the q-lique, in whih ase H-olourings orrespond to proper q-olourings of
the underlying graph. A proper q-olouring is a onguration where no two adjaent sites
are permitted to be assigned the same olour. It is worth noting that proper q-olourings
orrespond to the q-state anti-ferromagneti Potts model at zero temperature whih is a
well-studied model in statistial physis. Other well-known examples inlude the Beah
model introdued by Burton and Steif [6℄ and the q-partile Widom-Rowlinson due to
Widom and Rowlinson [30℄. The graph orresponding to the Beah model is shown
in Figure 2. The Beah model was originally introdued as an example of a physial
system, with underlying graph Z
d
, whih exhibits more than a single measure of maximal
entropy when d > 1. The q-partile Widom-Rowlinson model is a model of gas onsisting
of q types of partiles that are not allowed to be adjaent to eah other. The graph
orresponding to the q = 4 ase is shown in Figure 3 where the enter vertex represents
empty sites and eah remaining vertex represents a partile.
The problem of determining whether a graph has an H-olouring for a spei H has
been well-studied and Hell and Ne²et°il [20℄ gave a omplete haraterisation of graphs
H for whih this problem is NP-omplete. In partiular, they showed that if H has a
loop or is bipartite then the problem is in P, and that the problem is NP-omplete for
any other xed H . A omplete dihotomy is also known for the problem of ounting
the number of H-olourings. This is due to Dyer and Greenhill [15℄ who showed that if
H has at least one so-alled nontrivial omponent then the ounting problem is is #P-
omplete. Otherwise it is in P. A trivial omponent is a onneted omponent whih
is either a omplete graph with all loops present, or a omplete bipartite graph with
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Figure 3: The graph desribing the 4-partile Widom-Rowlinson model.
no loops present. They furthermore showed that the same dihotomy holds even when
the underlying graph is of bounded degree, whih is signiant sine in many physial
appliations the underlying graph tends to be of low degree. Interestingly the above
haraterisation for the deision problem does not hold for bounded degree graphs as
shown by Galluio, Hell and Ne²et°il [17℄. Despite the hardness of exatly ounting
the number of H-olourings it remains possible to approximately ount the number of H-
olourings of a graph as long as it is possible to sample eiently from the (near) uniform
distribution of H-olourings. This is due to a general ounting-to-sampling redution of
Dyer, Goldberg and Jerrum [12℄ that holds for any xed H and any underlying graph.
Sampling from the uniform distribution of H-olourings of a graph, whih for this
disussion we will denote by pi, is a hallenging task and some results about the om-
plexity thereof are known. Goldberg, Kelk and Paterson [18℄ have shown that, if H
has no nontrivial omponents, then the sampling problem is intratable in a omplexity-
theoreti sense. That is, they prove that there is unlikely to be any Polynomial Almost
Uniform Sampler for H-olourings by reduing the problem of sampling from the (near)
uniform distribution of H-olourings to the problem of ounting independent sets in bi-
partite graphs, whih in turn is omplete for a logially-dened sublass of #P (see Dyer,
Goldberg, Greenhill and Jerrum [11℄ for results about this omplexity lass). This does,
however, not rule out the possibility of sampling from the uniform distribution of H-
olourings of more restrited graphs, suh as the n-vertex path, as we will be fousing
on in this paper. This sampling task may be arried out by simulating some suitable
random dynamis onverging to pi. Ensuring that a dynamis onverges to pi is generally
straightforward, but obtaining good upper bounds on the number of steps required for
the dynamis to beome suiently lose to pi is a muh more diult problem. Due to
a lak of theoretial onvergene results, sientists onduting experiments by simulating
suh dynamis are at times fored to guess (using some heuristi methods) the number
of steps required for their dynamis to be suiently lose to the desired distribution. See
for example Cowles and Carlin [8℄ for a omprehensive review of some diagnosti tools
used to empirially determine these onvergene rates. By establishing rigorous bounds
on the onvergene rates (mixing time) of these dynamis omputer sientists an pro-
vide underpinnings for this type of experimental work and also allow a more strutured
approah to be taken.
Analysing the mixing time of Markov hains forH-olouring problems is a well-studied
area in theoretial omputer siene. There is a substantial body of literature onerned
with inventing Markov hains for sampling from the uniform distribution of H-olourings
of graphs and providing bounds on their mixing times. When an H-olouring orresponds
to a proper q-olouring of graph with maximum vertex-degree ∆ then Jerrum [21℄, and in-
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dependently Salas and Sokal [26℄, showed that a simple Markov hain mixes in O(n logn)
updates when q > 2∆. This Markov hain makes transitions by seleting a site v and
a olour c uniformly at random, and then reolouring site v to c if doing so results in
a proper q-olouring of the graph. By onsidering a more ompliated Markov hain
Vigoda [27℄ was able to weaken the restrition on q to q > (11/6)∆ olours being su-
ient for proving mixing in O(n logn) updates. This remains the least number of olours
required for mixing of a Markov hain on general graphs, however the number of olours
an be further redued for speial graphs. For example, when the underlying graph is the
square grid then Goldberg, Martin and Paterson [19℄ gave a hand-proof that q = 7 olours
are suient for mixing in O(n logn) updates by proving a ondition alled strong spa-
ial mixing. Ahlioptas, Molloy, Moore and van Bussel [1℄ showed that q = 6 olours
are suient for a Markov hain for proper olourings of the grid to mix in O(n logn)
updates using a omputational proof. As a nal example for proper q-olourings Mar-
tinelli, Sinlair and Weitz [24℄ showed that q = ∆+2 olours are suient for O(n logn)
mixing when the underlying graph is a tree, improving a similar result by Kenyon, Mossel
and Peres [22℄. When H orrespond to independent set ongurations of a graph with
parameter λ (that is, the vertex labeled b in Figure 1 is assigned some positive weight λ
and a has weight 1) then λ < 2
∆−2
is suient for O(n logn) mixing as shown by Dyer
and Greenhill [16℄ and independently Luby and Vigoda [23℄ (although the latter result
is restrited to triangle-free graphs). When ∆ ≤ 4 these results inlude the λ = 1 ase
whih is of speial interest to omputer sientists sine it orresponds to sampling from
the uniform distribution on independent sets of the graph. Weitz [29℄ has reently im-
proved the ondition on λ to λ < (∆− 1)∆−1/(∆− 2)∆ whih notably inludes the λ = 1
ase for ∆ = 5. When ∆ ≥ 6 and λ = 1 then Dyer, Frieze and Jerrum [10℄ have shown
that there exists a bipartite graph G0 suh that any so-alled autious Markov hain on
independent set ongurations of G0 has (at least) exponential mixing time (in the num-
ber of sites of G0). A Markov hain is said to be autious if it is only allowed to hange
the state of a onstant number of sites at the time. This negative result was generalised
to H-olourings by Cooper, Dyer and Frieze [7℄. Their result applies to graphs H that
are either bipartite or have at least one loop present, and is not a omplete graph with all
loops present (observe that for suh an H the deision problem is in P and the ounting
problem is in #P as disussed above). In partiular this result guarantees the existene
of a ∆-regular graph G0 (with ∆ depending on H) suh that any autious Markov hain
on the set of H-olourings of G0, and with uniform stationary distribution, has a mixing
time that is at least exponential in the number of sites of G0.
While muh is now understood about the mixing times of Markov hains, the types
of Markov hains frequently studied by omputer sientists fall under a family of Markov
hains that we all random update Markov hains. We say that a Markov hain on the
set of H-olourings of a graph is a random update Markov hain when one step of the
the proess onsists of randomly seleting a set of sites (often a single site) and updating
the olours assigned to those sites aording to some well-dened distribution indued
by pi. The mixing time of a random update Markov hain is measured in the number of
updates required in order for the Markov hain to be suiently lose to pi. We point out
that all the positive results desribed above are for random update Markov hains. An
alternative to random update Markov hains is to onstrut a Markov hain that yles
through and updates the sites (or subsets of sites) in a deterministi order. We all this
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a systemati san Markov hain (or systemati san for short). Systemati san may
be more intuitively appealing in terms of implementation, however until reently this
type of dynamis has largely resisted analysis when applied to H-olouring problems.
Perhaps some of the rst analyses of systemati san were due to Amit [3℄ and Diaonis
and Ram [9℄ who respetively studied systemati san in the ontext of sampling from
multivariate Gaussian distributions and generating random elements of a nite group.
The mixing time of a systemati san Markov hain is measured in the number of sans
of the graph required to be suiently lose to pi and throughout this paper it holds that
one san takes O(n) updates where n is the number of sites of the graph. It is important
to note that systemati san remains a random proess sine the method used to update
the olour assigned to the seleted set of sites is a randomised proedure drawing from
some well-dened distribution indued by pi. This paper is onerned with sampling
from the uniform distribution of H-olourings of the n-vertex path using systemati san
Markov hains.
Only few results providing bounds on the mixing time of systemati san Markov
hains for sampling from the uniform distribution of H-olourings exist in the literature
and almost all of them fous on proper q-olourings of bounded degree graphs. For
general graphs systemati san is known to mix in O(logn) sans whenever q ≥ 2∆,
where ∆ is the maximum vertex-degree of the graph, by updating both end-points of an
edge in eah move. This is due to a reent result by Pedersen [25℄ whih improves the
polynomial in the q = 2∆ ase from a result of Dyer, Goldberg and Jerrum [13℄ that
is obtained by updating one site at the time. If the underlying graph is bipartite then
a systemati san mixes in O(logn) sans whenever q > f(∆) where f(∆) → β∆ as
∆ → ∞ and β ≈ 1.76. This result is obtained by a areful onstrution of the metri
used in the oupling onstrution and is due to Bordewih, Dyer and Karpinski [4℄.
Furthermore, Dyer, Goldberg and Jerrum [14℄ have shown that a systemati san for
proper 3-olourings of the n-vertex path mixes in Θ(n2 log n) sans when onsidering a
systemati san whih updates a single site at the time using the Metropolis update rule.
In the same paper it is also shown that systemati san for H-olourings of the n-vertex
path mixes in O(n5) sans for any xed H and that a random update Markov hain for
H-olourings of the n-vertex path mixes in O(n5) updates. The authors suggest, however,
that both of these bounds are unlikely to be tight and we will signiantly improve them
both in this paper.
In this paper we prove that systemati san for H-olourings of the n-vertex path
mixes in O(logn) sans for any xed graph H , by updating a onstant-size blok of sites
at eah step. By onstant-size we mean that the number of sites ontained in a blok is
bounded independently of n. We do however allow the blok-sizes to depend on H (sine
H is a xed graph). We will present two dierent Markov hains in order to ahieve
this aim. In Setion 2 we show that if H is a graph in whih any pair of olours are
onneted by a 2-edge path then a systemati san mixes for any order of a set of bloks,
provided that the bloks are large enough. We will use a reent result by Pedersen [25℄,
whih is based on a tehnique known as Dobrushin uniqueness, in order to establish the
mixing time of this Markov hain. In Setion 3 we extend this result to all onneted
graphs H , although at the expense of imposing a spei order on the san. The proof of
mixing uses path oupling [5℄ in this ase. Finally, for ompleteness, we give a proof that
a random update Markov hain for H-olourings of the n-vertex path mixes in O(n logn)
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updates for any xed graph H . This result is presented in Setion 4.
1.1 Preliminaries and statement of results
Consider a xed (and onneted) graph H = (C,E) with maximum vertex-degree ∆H .
Let C = {1, . . . , q} be referred to as the set of olours. Also let V = {1, . . . , n} be the set
of sites of the n-vertex path and in partiular let V1 be the set of sites with odd indies
and V2 the set of sites with even indies. We formally say that an H-olouring of the
n-vertex path is a funtion h from V to C suh that (h(i), h(i+1)) ∈ E for all i ∈ V \{n}.
Let Ω+ be the set of all ongurations (all possible assignments of olours to the sites)
of the n-vertex path and Ω be the set of all H-olourings of the n-vertex path for the
given H . Dene pi to be the uniform distribution on Ω. If x ∈ Ω+ is a onguration and
j ∈ V is a site then xj denotes the olour assigned to j in onguration x and for any
set Λ ⊆ V let xΛ =
⋃
v∈Λ{xv} be the set of olours assigned to sites in Λ. For olours
c, d ∈ C and an integer l let D
(l)
c,d be the uniform distribution on H-olourings of the
region of onseutive sites L = {v1, . . . , vl} ⊂ V onsistent with site v1 being adjaent to
a site i ∈ V \ L assigned olour c and site vl being adjaent to a site in V \ L assigned
olour d. Also let D
(l)
c,d(vj) be the distribution on the olour assigned to site vj indued
by D
(l)
c,d. Observe that for s < l[
D
(l)
c,d | v1 = c1, . . . , vs = cs
]
= D
(l−s)
cs,d
where D
(l)
c,d | v1 = c1, . . . , vs = cs is the uniform distribution on H-olourings of L ondi-
tioned on site v1 being assigned olour c1, v2 olour c2 and so on until vs being assigned
olour cs.
Let M be any ergodi Markov hain with state spae Ω and transition matrix P . By
lassial theory (see e.g. Aldous [2℄) M has a unique stationary distribution, whih we
will denote pi. The mixing time from an initial onguration x ∈ Ω is the number of steps,
that is appliations of P , required for M to beome suiently lose to pi. Formally the
mixing time of M from an initial onguration x ∈ Ω is dened, as a funtion of the
deviation ε from stationarity, by
Mixx(M, ε) = min{t > 0 : dTV(P
t(x, ·), pi) ≤ ε},
where
dTV(θ1, θ2) =
1
2
∑
i
|θ1(i)− θ2(i)| = max
A⊆Ω+
|θ1(A)− θ2(A)|
is the total variation distane between two distributions θ1 and θ2 on Ω. The mixing time
Mix(M, ε) of M is then obtained by maximising over all possible initial ongurations
Mix(M, ε) = max
x∈Ω
Mixx(M, ε).
We say thatM is rapidly mixing if the mixing time ofM is polynomial in n and log(ε−1).
We study Markov hains that perform heat-bath moves on a onstant number of sites
at the time. For any onguration x ∈ Ω+ and subset of sites Λ ⊆ V we let ΩΛ(x) be the
set of ongurations where the olours assigned to the endpoints of eah edge ontaining
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a site in Λ are also adjaent in H . A heat-bath move on Λ starting from onguration x
is performed by drawing a new onguration from the uniform distribution on ΩΛ(x). We
would normally let Ω be the state spae of our Markov hains, however, if H is bipartite
then we enounter a minor tehnial diulty beause the Markov hain may not be
ergodi. We overome this ergodiity issue by partitioning the state spae as follows.
If C1 and C2 are the olour lasses of H then Ω1 = {x ∈ Ω : x1 ∈ C1} is the set of
H-olourings where the rst site of the path is assigned a olour from C1. Observe that
in fat eah site in V1 is assigned a olour from C1 and eah site in V2 is assigned a olour
from C2. Similarly Ω2 = {x ∈ Ω : x1 ∈ C1} is the set of H-olourings where the rst site
is assigned a olour from C2. Intuitively, Ω1 and Ω2 are the two onneted omponents
of Ω and we will show (Lemma 17) that the onstruted Markov hains are ergodi on
either Ω1 or Ω2. To see that Ω1 ∪ Ω2 ontain all H-olourings of the n-vertex path it is
enough to observe that if x ∈ Ω then any pair of adjaent sites of the n-vertex path must
be assigned olours from opposite olour lasses of H in x. We let Ω∼ be the relevant
state spae of the Markov hains in order to ensure ergodiity. In partiular, if H is
non-bipartite then Ω∼ = Ω. Otherwise H is bipartite and we let Ω∼ be one of Ω1 and
Ω2. This is the same partition used by Dyer et al. in [14℄. See also Cooper et al. [7℄ for
a disussion of this issue in the ontext of H-olourings.
We are now ready to formally dene the systemati san Markov hains we will
study in this paper and state our theorems. Let l1 = ⌈∆
2
H log(∆
2
H + 1)⌉ + 1. Then
let {Θ1, . . . ,Θm1} be any set of m1 = ⌈n/l1⌉ bloks where eah blok onsists of l1 on-
seutive sites and
⋃m1
k=1Θk = V . For eah blok Θk we dene P
[k]
to be the transition
matrix on the state spae Ω∼ for performing a heat-bath move on Θk.
Denition 1. For any integer n we let M
AnyOrder
be the systemati san Markov hain,
on the state spae Ω∼, with transition matrix Π
m1
k=1P
[k]
.
It is worth pointing out that the following result holds for any order of the bloks, as
is the ase for all results obtained by Dobrushin uniqueness (see e.g. Dyer et al [13℄). In
Setion 2 we will use a reent result by Pedersen [25℄ to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let H be a xed onneted graph and onsider the systemati san Markov
hain M
AnyOrder
on the state spae Ω∼. Suppose that H is a graph in whih every two
sites are onneted by a 2-edge path. Then mixing time of M
AnyOrder
is
Mix(M
AnyOrder
, ε) ≤ ∆2H(∆
2
H + 1) log(nε
−1)
sans of the n-vertex path. This orresponds to O(n logn) updates by the onstrution of
the set of bloks.
Remark. Note that that eah H for whih Theorem 2 is valid is non-bipartite so Ω∼ = Ω.
Remark. Several well known graphs satisfy the ondition of Theorem 2, for example
Widom-Rowlinson ongurations, independent set ongurations and proper q-olourings
for q ≥ 3. The fat that an H orresponding to 3-olourings satises the ondition of the
theorem is partiularly interesting sine a lower bound of Ω(n2 log n) sans for single site
systemati san on the path is proved in Dyer at al. [14℄. This means that using a simple
single site oupling annot be suient to establishing Theorem 2 for any family of H
inluding 3-olourings and hene we have to use blok updates.
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While many naturalH-olouring problems belong to the family overed by Theorem 2,
others (e.g. Beah ongurations) are not inluded. We go on to show that systemati
san mixes in O(logn) sans for any xed graph H by plaing more strit restritions on
the onstrution of the bloks and the order of the san. Let s = 4q+1, β = ⌈log(2sqs+
1)⌉qs and l2 = 2βs. For any integer n onsider the following set of m2 + 1 = ⌊2n/l2⌋
bloks {Θ0, . . . ,Θm2} where
Θk = {kβs+ 1, . . . ,min((k + 2)βs, n)}.
We observe that
⋃m2
k=0Θk = V by onstrution of the set of bloks. Furthermore note
that the size of Θm2 is at least βs and that the size of every other blok is l2.
Denition 3. For any integer n we letM
FixedOrder
be the systemati san Markov hain,
on the state spae Ω∼, whih performs a heat-bath move on eah blok in the order
Θ0, . . . ,Θm2 .
In Setion 3 we will use path oupling [5℄ to prove the following theorem, whih
improves the mixing time from the orresponding result in Dyer et al. [14℄ from O(n5)
sans to O(logn) sans.
Theorem 4. Let H be any xed onneted graph and onsider the systemati san Markov
hain M
FixedOrder
on the state spae Ω∼. The mixing time of MFixedOrder is
Mix(M
FixedOrder
, ε) ≤ (4sqs + 2) log(nε−1)
sans of the n-vertex path. This orresponds to O(n logn) updates by the onstrution of
the set of bloks.
Remark. It is worth remarking at this point that Theorem 4 elipses Theorem 2 in the
sense that it shows the existene of a systemati san for a broader family of H than
Theorem 2 but with the same (asymptoti) mixing time. The result stated as Theorem 2
however remains interesting in its own right sine it applies to any order of the san.
Following the proof of Theorem 2 we will disuss (Observation 14) the obstales one
enounters when attempting to extend Theorem 2 to a larger family of H using the same
method of proof.
For ompleteness we nally onsider a random update Markov hain for H-olourings
of the n-vertex path. Let γ = 2qs + 1 and dene the following set of n + sγ − 1 bloks,
whih is onstruted suh that eah site is ontained in exatly sγ bloks
Θk =
{
{k, . . . ,min(k + sγ − 1, n)} when k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
{1, . . . , n+ sγ − k} when k ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n+ sγ − 1}.
Denition 5. For any integer n we let M
RND
be the random update Markov hain, on
the state spae Ω∼, whih at eah step selets a blok uniformly at random and performs
a heat-bath move on it.
In Setion 4 we will use path oupling [5℄ to prove the following theorem, whih
improves the mixing time from the orresponding result in Dyer et al. [14℄ from O(n5)
updates to O(n logn) updates.
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Theorem 6. Let H be any xed onneted graph and onsider the random update Markov
hain M
RND
on the state spae Ω∼. The mixing time of MRND is
Mix(M
RND
, ε) ≤
(n+ 2sqs + s− 1) log(nε−1)
s
blok-updates. This orresponds to O(n logn) updates sine the size of eah blok is at
most sγ = O(1).
1.2 Review of proof tehniques
We now briey introdue the tehniques we will use to bound the mixing time of the
above Markov hains. For tehnial reasons we extend the state spae of the Markov
hains as follows. Let Ω+1 be the set of ongurations where eah site in V1 is assigned a
olour from C1 and eah site in V2 is assigned a olour from C2 (reall that C1 and C2 are
the olour lasses of H). Similarly, Ω+2 is the set of ongurations where eah site in V1
is assigned a olour from C2 and eah site in V2 is assigned a olour from C1. Formally
Ω+1 = {x ∈ Ω
+ : xV1 ⊆ C1, xV2 ⊆ C2}
and
Ω+2 = {x ∈ Ω
+ : xV1 ⊆ C2, xV2 ⊆ C1}.
We then extend the state spae of the Markov hains to Ω+∼ where Ω
+
∼ = Ω
+
if H is
not bipartite and Ω+∼ is one of Ω
+
1 or Ω
+
2 when H is bipartite. The extended Markov
hains make the same transitions as the original Markov hains on ongurations in
Ω∼ and hene the extended hains do not make transitions from ongurations in Ω∼
to ongurations outside Ω∼. The stationary distributions of the extended hains are
uniform over the ongurations in Ω∼ and zero elsewhere. This approah is standard
and the mixing times of the original hains are bounded above by the mixing time of
orresponding hain on the extended state spae.
For eah site j ∈ V , let Sj denote the set of pairs (x, y) ∈ Ω
+
∼ × Ω
+
∼ of ongurations
that only dier on the olour assigned to site j, that is xi = yi for all i 6= j. Also let
S =
⋃
j∈V Sj be the set of all suh pairs of ongurations.
1.2.1 Dobrushin uniqueness
We will make use of a reent result by Pedersen [25℄ to prove Theorem 2 by bounding
the inuene on a site. For ompleteness we now summarise this result and at the same
time point out how the onstrution ofM
AnyOrder
ensures that all required properties are
satised. First note from the remark after Theorem 2 that eah H that we onsider is
not bipartite and so Ω+∼ = Ω
+
. Suppose that {Θ1, . . . ,Θm} ⊆ V is a set of m bloks suh
that
⋃m
k=1Θk = V and that eah blok Θk is assoiated with a transition matrix P
[k]
on
the state spae Ω+. For any onguration x ∈ Ω+, P [k](x, ·) denotes the distribution on
ongurations obtained from applying P [k] to x. Reall from the denition of M
AnyOrder
that the set of bloks overs V as required and that eah transition matrix P [k] represents
performing a heat-bath move on Θk. It is furthermore required that eah transition
matrix P [k] satises the following two properties.
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1. If P [k](x, y) > 0 then xi = yi for eah i ∈ V \Θk, and
2. the distribution pi on Ω+ is invariant with respet to P [k].
Pedersen [25℄ points out that if P [k] is the transition matrix performing a heat-bath move
on Θk and pi is the uniform distribution on Ω, as they both are in the ase of MAnyOrder,
then both of these properties are satised. These properties ensure that the stationary
distribution of any systemati san Markov hain with transition matrix Πmk=1P
[k]
is pi.
We are now ready to dene the parameter α denoting the inuene on a site. For any
pair of ongurations (x, y) ∈ Si let Ψk(x, y) be a oupling of the distributions P
[k](x, ·)
and P [k](y, ·). We remind the reader that a oupling of two distributions pi1 and pi2 on
state spae Ω+ is a joint distribution on Ω+ × Ω+ suh that the marginal distributions
are pi1 and pi2. We let (x
′, y′) ∈ Ψk(x, y) denote that the pair of ongurations (x
′, y′) is
drawn from the oupling Ψk(x, y). We then let
ρki,j = max
(x,y)∈Si
Pr(x′,y′)∈Ψk(x,y)(x
′
j 6= y
′
j)
be the inuene of site i on site j under Θk. The inuene of i on j is thus the probability
that site j ∈ Θk is assigned a dierent olour in a pair of ongurations drawn from the
oupling Ψk(x, y) where x and y dier only on the olour of site i. Finally the parameter
α denoting the inuene on any site is dened as
α = max
k
max
j∈Θk
∑
i
ρki,j.
Remark. Pedersen [25℄ atually denes α with a positive weight assigned to eah site of
the graph, however as we will not use the weights in our proof they are omitted from the
above denition.
The following theorem bounds the mixing time of a systemati san Markov hain
M→ with transition matrix Π
m
k=1P
[k]
. It is worth pointing out that, sine the proof
makes use of Dobrushin uniqueness, this upper-bound on the mixing time holds for any
order of the bloks.
Theorem 7 (Theorem 2, Pedersen [25℄). If α < 1 then the mixing time of M→ satises
Mix(M→, ε) ≤
log(nε−1)
1− α
.
1.2.2 Path oupling
In order to prove Theorems 4 and 6 we will make use of path oupling [5℄ whih is a well-
known, and by now standard, tehnique for proving rapid mixing of Markov hains. The
key idea of path oupling is to dene a oupling for pairs of adjaent ongurations where
the set of all adjaent ongurations onnets the state spae. We will say that a pair of
ongurations x, y ∈ Ω+∼ are adjaent if (x, y) ∈ S. The path oupling mahinery then
extends the oupling to all pairs of ongurations in the state spae. For ompleteness
we show that S onnets the state spae Ω+∼.
Lemma 8. The transitive losure of S is the whole of Ω+∼ × Ω
+
∼.
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Proof. Reall that S =
⋃
i∈V Sj where Sj ⊆ Ω
+
∼×Ω
+
∼ is the set of pairs (x, y) ∈ Ω
+
∼ ×Ω
+
∼
of ongurations that dier only on the olour assigned to site j. To establish the lemma
it is suient to, for any pair of ongurations (x, y) ∈ Ω+∼ × Ω
+
∼, to onstrut a path
x = z0, z1, . . . , zn = y suh that (zj−1, zj) ∈ Sj for eah j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We dene z
j
for
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} as follows
zji =
{
yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ j
xi for j < i ≤ n.
Informally, onguration zj agrees with onguration y from site 1 to j and with ong-
uration x from site j + 1 to n.
By denition of the ongurations z0, . . . , nn it follows that zj−1 and zj only dier on
the olour assigned to site j for eah j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Hene we only need to hek that
zj ∈ Ω+∼ for eah j. IfH is non-bipartite then Ω
+
∼ = Ω
+
so zj ∈ Ω+∼ for eah j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
If H is bipartite then Ω+∼ is one of Ω
+
1 or Ω
+
2 . Suppose without loss of generality that
Ω+∼ = Ω
+
1 . Then for eah j ∈ {1, . . . n} it holds by denition of Ω
+
1 that the olours xj
and yj must be from the same olour lass of H and hene have z
j ∈ Ω+1 .
Finally note that Ham(x, y) = 1 for any (x, y) ∈ S where Ham(x, y) denotes the
Hamming distane between ongurations x and y. The following theorem is suient
for our needs in this paper, and it is a speial ase of the general path oupling theorem
proved by Bubley and Dyer [5℄.
Theorem 9 (Bubley, Dyer [5℄). For all pairs (x, y) ∈ S dene a oupling (x, y) 7→ (x′, y′)
of a Markov hain M on the state spae Ω+∼. Suppose that there exists a onstant 0 <
γ < 1 suh that E [Ham(x′, y′)] ≤ (1 − γ) for all pairs (x, y) ∈ S. Then the mixing time
of M satises
Mix(M, ε) ≤
log(nε−1)
γ
.
2 H-olourings on the path for a restrited family of H
Reall that ∆H denotes the maximum vertex-degree of some xed graph H and that
l1 = ⌈∆
2
H log(∆
2
H + 1)⌉ + 1. The systemati san Markov hain MAnyOrder on Ω∼ has
transition matrix Πm1k=1P
[k]
where P [k] is the transition matrix for performing a heat-bath
move on blok Θk from a set of m1 = ⌈n/l1⌉ size l1 bloks overing the n-vertex path. We
will prove Theorem 2, namely thatM
AnyOrder
mixes in O(logn) sans when H is a graph
in whih any two olours are onneted via a 2-edge path. We will bound the mixing
time of M
AnyOrder
by bounding the inuene on a site and begin by establishing some
lemmas required to onstrut the oupling needed in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 10. Suppose that for any c1, c2 ∈ C there is a 2-edge path in H from c1 to c2.
Then for any c1, c2, d ∈ C and integer s
′ ≥ 2 there exists a oupling ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
, D
(s′)
c2,d
) of
D
(s′)
c1,d
and D
(s′)
c2,d
suh that
(i) Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
,D
(s′)
c2,d
)
(x′v1 6= y
′
v1
) ≤ 1− 1
∆2
H
and
(ii) Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′v2 6= y
′
v2) ≤ 1−
1
∆2
H
.
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Proof. By the ondition of the lemma there exists some c′ ∈ C adjaent to both c1 and
c2 in H . We prove the statement by onsidering two ases on s.
First suppose that s′ = 2. By the ondition of the lemma there is some olour d′
adjaent to both c′ and d in H . There are at most ∆2H valid H-olourings of the sites
v1, v2 in either of the distributions D
(2)
c1,d
and D
(2)
c2,d
, and hene the olouring h, whih
assigns c′ to v1 and d
′
to v2, has weight at least 1/∆
2
H in both. We onstrut a oupling
ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
, D
(2)
c2,d
) suh that
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′ = y′ = h) ≥
1
∆2H
.
The rest of the oupling is arbitrary. This gives the following bounds on the disagreement
probabilities at v1 and v2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′v1 = y
′
v1) ≥ Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(D(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′v1 = y
′
v1 = c
′) ≥
1
∆2H
whih establishes (i) for s′ = 2 and
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′v2 = y
′
v2
) ≥ Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(2)
c1,d
,D
(2)
c2,d
)
(x′v2 = y
′
v2
= d′) ≥
1
∆2H
whih establishes (ii).
Now suppose s′ > 2. Let adj(c) denote the set of olours adjaent to c in H and
nk the number of H-olourings on the sites v4, . . . , vs′ onsistent with v3 being assigned
olour k ∈ C and vs′ being adjaent to a site (out side the blok) oloured d. Also let pc,k
be the number of H-olourings of v1, v2, v3 assigning olour c to v1 and k to v3 without
regard to other sites. Finally let zi be the number of H-olourings with positive measure
in D
(s′)
ci,d
and assume without loss of generality that z1 ≥ z2.
There are at most∆H olours available for eah site in the blok whih gives pc,k ≤ ∆H
for any c, k ∈ C and hene
z1 =
∑
c∈adj(c1)
∑
k∈C
pc,knk ≤ ∆H
∑
c∈adj(c1)
∑
k∈C
nk ≤ ∆
2
H
∑
k∈C
nk.
Now let H(c′) be the set of all H-olourings with positive measure in D
(s′)
c1,d
that assign
olour c′ to site v1. Let h(c
′) denote the size of this set. Now pc,k ≥ 1 for any c, k ∈ C
sine there is a 2-edge path in H between any two olours and hene
h(c′) =
∑
k∈C
pc′,knk ≥
∑
k∈C
nk.
Observe that, for any h ∈ H(c′), h is at least as likely in D
(s′)
c2,d
as in D
(s′)
c1,d
sine we
have assumed z1 ≥ z2 without loss of generality. We onstrut a oupling ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
, D
(s′)
c2,d
)
of D
(s′)
c1,d
and D
(s′)
c2,d
in whih for eah h ∈ H(c′)
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
,D
(s′)
c2,d
)
(x′ = y′ = h) ≥
1
z1
.
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The rest of the oupling is arbitrary. Hene
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
,D
(s′)
c2,d
)
(x′v1 = y
′
v1) ≥
∑
h∈H(c′)
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
,D
(s′)
c2,d
)
(x′ = y′ = h)
≥
h(c′)
z1
≥
1
∆2H
using the bounds on z1 and h(c
′). This ompletes the proof.
We then use Lemma 10 to bound the disagreement probabilities at eah site of of the
blok when a pair of ongurations are drawn from a reursively onstruted oupling.
Lemma 11. Suppose that for any c1, c2 ∈ C there is a 2-edge path in H from c1 to c2.
Then for all c1, c2, d ∈ C and integers l
′ ≥ 2 there exists a oupling Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
, D
(l′)
c2,d
) of
D
(l′)
c1,d
and D
(l′)
c2,d
in whih for j ∈ {1, . . . , l′ − 1}
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
) ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)j
and
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vl 6= y
′
vl
) ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l′−1
.
Proof. We reursively onstrut a oupling Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
, D
(l′)
c2,d
) of D
(l′)
c1,d
and D
(l′)
c2,d
using the
method set out in Goldberg et al. [19℄ as follows. Firstly l′ = 2 is the base ase and we
use the oupling from Lemma 10. For l′ ≥ 3 we onstrut a oupling using the following
two step proess.
1. Couple D
(l′)
c1,d
(v1) and D
(l′)
c2,d
(v1) greedily to maximise the probability of assigning the
same olour to site v1 in both distributions.
2. If the same olour c was hosen for v1 in both distributions in step 1 then the set of
valid H-olourings of the remaining sites are the same in both distributions. Hene
the onditional distributions D
(l′)
c1,d
| v1 = c and D
(l′)
c2,d
| v1 = c are the same and
the rest of the oupling is trivial. Otherwise, for all pairs (c′1, c
′
2) of distint olours
reursively ouple D
(l′)
c1,d
| v1 = c
′
1 = D
(l′−1)
c′1,d
and D
(l′)
c2,d
| v1 = c
′
2 = D
(l′−1)
c′2,d
whih is a
sub problem of size l′ − 1.
This ompletes the oupling onstrution.
Now for j ∈ {1, . . . , l′ − 1} we prove by indution that
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
) ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)j
. (1)
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The base ase, j = 1, follows from Lemma 10 sine we ouple the olour at site v1 greedily
to maximise the probability of agreement at v1 in the rst step of the reursive oupling.
Now suppose that (1) is true for j − 1 then
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj−1 = c
′
1, y
′
vj−1
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
|vj−1=c′1,D
(l′)
c2,d
|vj−1=c′2)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj−1 = c
′
1, y
′
vj−1
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′−j+1)
c′
1
,d
,D
(l′−j+1)
c′
2
,d
)
(x′v1 6= y
′
v1)
≤
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj−1 = c
′
1, y
′
vj−1
= c′2)
(
1−
1
∆2H
)
≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)j
where the rst inequality uses Lemma 10 and the seond is the indutive hypothesis.
The j = l′ ase is similar.
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vl 6= y
′
vl
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vl′−2 = c
′
1, y
′
vl′−2
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
|vl′−2=c
′
1,D
(l′)
c2,d
|vl′−2=c
′
2)
(x′vl′ 6= y
′
vl′
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vl′−2 = c
′
1 ∧ y
′
vl′−2
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(2)
c′
1
,d
,D
(2)
c′
2
,d
)
(x′v2 6= y
′
v2)
≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l′−2(
1−
1
∆2H
)
=
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l′−1
where the inequality uses Lemma 10 and (1).
We an then use the oupling onstruted in Lemma 11 to onstrut a oupling
Ψk(x, y) of the distributions P
[k](x, ·) and P [k](y, ·) for eah pair of ongurations (x, y) ∈
Si. We summarise the disagreement probabilities in this oupling in the following orol-
lary (of Lemma 11).
Corollary 12. For any sites i, j ∈ V let d(i, j) denote the edge distane between them
and suppose that for any c, d ∈ C there exists a 2-edge path in H from c to d. Then
ρki,j ≤


(
1− 1
∆2
H
)d(i,j)
if i is on the boundary of Θk and d(i, j) < l1(
1− 1
∆2
H
)l1−1
if i is on the boundary of Θk and d(i, j) = l1
0 otherwise.
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Figure 4: A blok Θk of length l1.
i i′j
dj l1 − dj + 1
Proof. For eah blok Θk we need to speify a oupling Ψk(x, y) of the distributions
P [k](x, ·) and P [k](y, ·) for eah pair of ongurations (x, y) ∈ Si and eah i ∈ V . Trivially
if i ∈ Θk then the set of H-olourings with positive measure in eah distribution is the
same and the same H-olouring an be hosen for eah distribution. The same holds
when i is not on he boundary of Θk.
Suppose that i is on the boundary of Θk. Let the other site on the boundary of Θk
be oloured d in both x and y and hene P [k](x, ·) = D
(l1)
xi,d
and P [k](y, ·) = D
(l1)
yi,d
. We then
let Ψk(x, y) = Ψ(D
(l1)
xi,d
, D
(l1)
yi,d
) whih is the oupling onstruted in Lemma 11 and gives
the stated bounds on the disagreement probabilities.
Remark. It is important to note that, given distint sites i and i′ both on the boundary
of Θk, we may use a dierent oupling for ρ
k
i,j and ρ
k
i′,j. This is the ase sine, by denition
of ρ, the oupling may depend on both the blok and the two initial ongurations x and
y (whih in turn determine i). Sine x and y only dier on the olour assigned to site i,
the oupling is dened to start from the site in Θk immediately adjaent to i, and thus
we an use a dierent oupling for ρki,j and ρ
k
i′,j.
The following tehnial lemma is required in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 13. For any 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and j, l ∈ Z+ where l ≥ 2j
pj + pl−j+1 ≥ pj+1 + pl−(j+1)+1.
Proof.
pj + pl−j+1 − pj+1 − pl−j = pj(1− p)− pl−j(1− p)
= (pj − pl−j)(1− p)
= pj(1− pl−2j)(1− p) ≥ 0
sine 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 where the last equality uses the fat l ≥ 2j.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will show that α < 1 and then use Theorem 7 to obtain the
stated bound on the mixing time. Consider some site j ∈ Θk and let dj denote the
number of edges between j and the nearest site i 6∈ Θk on the boundary of Θk. Then the
distane to the other site, i′, on the boundary of Θk is l1 − dj + 1 as shown in Figure 4.
Notie that dj ≤ ⌈l1/2⌉. By Corollary 12 we have
ρki,j ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)dj
and ρki′,j ≤ 1dj≥2
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−dj+1
+ 1dj=1
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1
.
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Now let
αj,k = ρ
k
i,j + ρ
k
i′,j ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)dj
+ 1dj≥2
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−dj+1
+ 1dj=1
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1
be the inuene on site j. Then
α = max
k
max
j∈Θk
αj,k
≤ max
{
max
⌈ l12 ⌉≥dj≥2
{(
1−
1
∆2H
)dj
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−dj+1}
,
(
1−
1
∆2H
)
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1}
.
Sine dj ≤ ⌈l1/2⌉ the onditions of Lemma 13 are satised for 2 ≤ dj ≤ ⌈l1/2⌉ − 1. In
partiular taking dj = ⌈l1/2⌉ − 1, whih satises the requirements, gives(
1−
1
∆2H
)⌈l1/2⌉−1
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−⌈l1/2⌉+2
≥
(
1−
1
∆2H
)⌈l1/2⌉
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−⌈l1/2⌉+1
and hene
max
⌈ l12 ⌉≥dj≥2
{(
1−
1
∆2H
)dj
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−dj+1}
≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)2
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1
≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1
whih gives
α ≤
(
1−
1
∆2H
)
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)l1−1
= 1−
1
∆2H
+
(
1−
1
∆2H
)⌈∆2
H
log(∆2
H
+1)⌉
< 1−
1
∆2H
+
1
∆2H + 1
= 1−
1
∆2H(∆
2
H + 1)
by substituting the denition of l1 and using the fat (1 − 1/x)
x < e−1 for x > 0. The
statement of the theorem now follows by Theorem 7.
We now take a moment to show that we are unable to use Theorem 7 to prove rapid
mixing for systemati san on H-olourings of the n-vertex path for any H that does not
have a 2-edge path between all pairs of olours. This motivates the use of path oupling
(at the expense of enforing a spei san order) in the subsequent setion.
Observation 14. Let H = (C,E) be some xed and onneted graph in whih there is
no 2-edge path from c1 to c2 for some distint c1, c2 ∈ C. Then for any set of m bloks
with assoiated transition matries P [1] . . . P [m] and any oupling Ψk(x, y) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m
and (x, y) ∈ Si we have α ≥ 1 in the unweighted setting.
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Proof. Reall Si ⊆ Ω
+
∼ × Ω
+
∼ where Ω
+
∼ is the set of all ongurations (exept when H is
bipartite in whih ase Ω+∼ is one of Ω
+
1 and Ω
+
2 as desribed earlier). Note in partiular
that any given onguration in Ω+∼ need not be an H-olouring of the n-vertex path. Also
reall that ρki,j is the maximum probability of disagreement at j when drawing from a
oupling starting from two ongurations (x, y) ∈ Si. Let x be any proper H-olouring
with xi = c1 and y be the onguration with yj = xj for j 6= i and yi = c2 (If H is
bipartite then c2 is from the same olour lass of H as c1). Note that y is not a proper
H-olouring as both edges (yi−1, yi) 6∈ E and (yi, yi+1) 6∈ E, otherwise the 2-edge paths
(xi, xi+1 = yi+1, yi) and (xi, xi−1 = yi−1, yi) would exist in H . However, x and y are both
ongurations in Ω+∼ and they only dier at the olour of site i so (x, y) is a valid pair in
Si.
Now assume that α < 1. Fix some blok Θk = {i + 1, . . . , i + l} of length l and
let P [k] be the transition matrix assoiated with Θk. Also let Ψk(x, y) be any oupling
of P [k](x, ·) and P [k](y, ·). Sine α < 1 it must hold that ρki,j < 1 for eah j ∈ Θk. In
partiular ρki,i+1 = Pr(x′,y′)∈Ψk(x,y)(x
′
i+1 6= y
′
i+1) < 1 and so (letting adj(c) denote the set
of olours adjaent to c in H) the set adj(c1) ∩ adj(c2) must be non-empty sine there
is a positive probability of assigning the same olour to site i + 1 in both distributions.
However take any d ∈ adj(c1) ∩ adj(c2), then (c1, d, c2) is a 2-edge path from c1 to c2 in
H ontraditing the restrition imposed on H and hene α ≥ 1.
Remark. It remains to be seen if adding weights will allow a proof in the Dobrushin
setting for lasses of H not ontaining 2-edge paths between all olours. However, this
an be done using path oupling as we will show in setion 3.
3 H-olouring on the path for any H
Reall that M
FixedOrder
is the systemati san on Ω∼ dened as follows. Let s = 4q + 1,
β = ⌈log(2sqs + 1)⌉qs and l2 = 2βs. Then MFixedOrder is the systemati san whih
performs a heat-bath move on eah of them2+1 = ⌊2n/l2⌋ bloks in the order Θ0, . . . ,Θm2
where
Θk = {kβs+ 1, . . . ,min((k + 2)βs, n)}.
Note that the size of Θm2 is at least βs and that every other blok is of size l2. We will
prove Theorem 4 whih bounds the mixing time ofM
FixedOrder
. Our method of proof will
be path oupling [5℄ and we begin by establishing some lemmas required to dene the
oupling we will use in the proof of Theorem 4. The onstrutions used in the following
two lemmas are similar to the ones from Lemma 27 in Dyer et al. [14℄.
Lemma 15. If H is not bipartite then for all c1, c2 ∈ C there is an s-edge path in H
from c1 to c2.
Proof. Let c ∈ C be some site on an odd-length yle in H and let d1 be the shortest
edge-distane from c1 to c and d2 the shortest edge-distane from c to c2. We onstrut
the path as follows. Go from c1 to c using d1 edges. If d1+ d2 is even then go around the
yle using an odd number q′ ≤ q of edges. Go from c to c2 in d2 edges and observe that
the onstruted path is of odd length. Also the length of the path is at most
d1 + d2 + q
′ < 3q.
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Finally go bak and forth on the last edge on the path to make the total length s.
Lemma 16. If H is bipartite with olour lasses C1 and C2 then for all c1 ∈ C1 and
c2 ∈ C2 there is an s-edge path in H from c1 to c2.
Proof. Go from c1 to c2 in at most q− 1 edges and note that the number of edges is odd.
Then go bak and forth on the last edge to make the total path length equal to s.
For ompleteness we present a proof that M
FixedOrder
is ergodi on Ω∼.
Lemma 17. The Markov hain M
FixedOrder
is ergodi on Ω∼.
Proof. Let P
FixedOrder
be the transition matrix of M
FixedOrder
. We need to show that
M
FixedOrder
satises the following properties
• irreduible: P t
FixedOrder
(x, y) > 0 for eah pair (x, y) ∈ Ω∼ × Ω∼ and some integer
t > 0
• aperiodi: gcd{t : P t
FixedOrder
(x, x) > 0} = 1 for eah x ∈ Ω∼.
In an appliation of P
FixedOrder
a heat-bath move is made on eah blok in the order
Θ0, . . . ,Θm. A heat-bath move on any blok starting from an H-olouring has a positive
probability of self-loop whih ensures aperiodiity of the hain. To see that M
FixedOrder
is irreduible onsider any pair of H-olourings (x, y) ∈ Ω∼×Ω∼. We exhibit a sequene
of H-olourings x = σ0, . . . , σm2+1 = y suh that σkj = σ
k+1
j for eah 0 ≤ k ≤ m2 and
j ∈ V \Θk. Using this sequene we observe that PFixedOrder(x, y) > 0 sine, for eah 0 ≤
k ≤ m2, performing a heat-bath move on blok Θk to σ
k ∈ Ω∼ results in the H-olouring
σk+1 ∈ Ω∼ with positive probability. Reall that Θk = {kβs+ 1, . . . ,min((k + 2)βs, n)}.
Then let σk be given by
σki =


yi if 1 ≤ i ≤ min((k + 2)βs− s+ 1, n)
xi if (k + 2)βs+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n
p(i− (k + 2)βs+ s− 1) if (k + 2)βs− s+ 1 < i ≤ min((k + 2)βs, n)
where p(j) is the j-th in the sequene of olours on the s-edge path in H between p(0) =
y(k+2)βs−s+1 and p(s) = x(k+2)βs+1 given by Lemmas 15 and 16 (sine p(0) and p(s) are in
opposite olour lasses of H in the bipartite ase) respetively.
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 13 in Goldberg et al. [19℄.
Lemma 18. For any c1, c2, d ∈ C and positive integer s
′ ≥ s suh that both D
(s′)
c1,d
and
D
(s′)
c2,d
are non-empty there exists a oupling ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
, D
(s′)
c2,d
) of D
(s′)
c1,d
and D
(s′)
c2,d
suh that
Pr
(x′,y′)∈ψ(D
(s′)
c1,d
,D
(s′)
c2,d
)
(x′vs 6= y
′
vs) ≤ 1−
1
qs
.
Proof. For ease of notation let D1 denote D
(s′)
c1,d
and D2 denote D
(s′)
c2,d
. For s′ > s, let nk
be the number of H-olourings on vs+1, . . . , vs′ onsistent with vs being assigned olour
k ∈ C and vs′ adjaent to a site (not in L) oloured d. If both s
′ = s and k is adjaent to
d in H then nk = 1. If s
′ = s but k is not adjaent to d in H then nk = 0. The following
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denitions are for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let li(k) be the number of H-olourings on v1, . . . , vs
assigning olour k to site vs and onsistent with v1 being adjaent to a site (not in L)
oloured ci. We also let Zi be the set of H-olourings on L with positive measure in Di
and zi be the size of this set. Note that Di is the uniform distribution on Zi so for eah
x ∈ Zi PrDi(x) = 1/zi. For eah k ∈ C let Zi(k) ⊆ Zi be the set of H-olourings with
positive measure in Di that assign olour k to site vs and let zi(k) be the size of this set.
Note that li(k)nk = zi(k) and
∑
k zi(k) = zi. Let C
∗
i = {k ∈ C | zi(k) > 0} be the set of
valid olours for vs in Di and let C
∗ = C∗1 ∪ C
∗
2 .
We dene a oupling ψ of D1 and D2 as follows. Assume without loss of generality
that z1 ≥ z2. We reate the following mutually exlusive subsets of Zi. For eah k ∈
C∗ let f(k) = min(z1(k), z2(k)) and let F1(k) = {σ
(k)(1), . . . , σ(k)(f(k))} ⊆ Z1(k) be
any subset of H-olourings in Z1 assigning the olour k to site vs. Also let F2(k) =
{τ (k)(1), . . . , τ (k)(f(k))} ⊆ Z2(k) and observe that F1(k) and F2(k) are of the same size.
We then onstrut ψ suh that for eah k ∈ C∗ and j ∈ {1, . . . , f(k)}
Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(x
′ = σ(k)(j), y′ = τ (k)(j)) =
1
z1
.
The rest of the oupling is arbitrary. For example let Ri = Zi \
(⋃
k∈C∗ Fi(k)
)
be the set
of (valid) H-olourings not seleted in any of the above subsets of Zi and the size of Ri
be ri, observing that r1 ≥ r2. Let R
′
1 = {σ(1), . . . , σ(r2)} ⊆ R1 and enumerate R2 suh
that R2 = {τ(1), . . . , τ(r2)}. Then for 1 ≤ j ≤ r2 let
Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(x
′ = σ(j), y′ = τ(j)) =
1
z1
.
Finish o the oupling by, for eah pair (σ ∈ R1 \R
′
1, τ ∈ Z2) of H-olourings, letting
Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(x
′ = σ, y′ = τ) =
1
z1z2
.
From the onstrution we an verify that the weight of eah olouring x ∈ Z1 in the
oupling is 1/z1 and the weight of eah olouring y ∈ Z2 is
1
z1
+
z1 − z2
z1z2
=
1
z2
sine the size of R1 \R
′
1 is z1− z2. This hene ompletes the onstrution of the oupling.
We will require the following bounds on li(k) for eah k ∈ C
∗
1 ≤ li(k) ≤ q
s. (2)
There are at most q olours available for eah site in the blok and hene at most qs valid
H-olourings of v1, . . . , vs whih gives the upper bound. We establish the lower bound
by showing the existene of an s-edge path in H from both c1 and c2 to any k ∈ C
∗
.
Suppose that H is non-bipartite, then Lemma 15 guarantees the existene of an s-edge
path in H between any two olours in H , satisfying our requirement.
Now suppose that H is bipartite with olour lasses C1 and C2. Without loss of
generality suppose that c1 ∈ C1. Sine both D1 and D2 are non-empty there exists a
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(2s′ + 2)-edge path in H from c1 to c2 (via d) so c2 ∈ C1. Let k ∈ C then k ∈ C2 sine
there is an s-edge path in H from c1 to k and s is odd. Lemma 16 implies the existene
of an s-edge path between eah c ∈ C1 and eah k ∈ C2 whih establishes (2).
Using (2) to see that nk ≤ f(k) ≤ q
snk for eah k ∈ C
∗
we have
Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(x
′
vs = y
′
vs) =
∑
k∈C∗
Pr(x′,y′)∈ψ(x
′
vs = y
′
vs = k)
≥
∑
k∈C∗
f(k)
z1
≥
∑
k∈C∗
nk∑
k′∈C∗ l1(k
′)nk
≥
∑
k∈C∗
nk
qs
∑
k′∈C∗ nk′
=
1
qs
whih ompletes the proof.
Lemma 19. For any c1, c2, d ∈ C and any positive integer l
′ ≤ l2 suh that both D
(l′)
c1,d
and
D
(l′)
c2,d
are non-empty there exists a oupling Ψ of D
(l′)
c1,d
and D
(l′)
c2,d
in whih for 1 ≤ j ≤ l′
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ js⌋
.
Proof. We onstrut a oupling Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
, D
(l′)
c2,d
) of D
(l′)
c1,d
and D
(l′)
c2,d
using the following two
step proess, based on the reursive oupling in Goldberg et al. [19℄.
1. If l′ < s then ouple the distributions any valid way whih ompletes the oupling.
Otherwise, ouple D
(l′)
c1,d
(vs) and D
(l′)
c2,d
(vs) greedily to maximise the probability of
assigning the same olour to site vs in both distributions. Then, independently in
eah distribution, olour the sites v1, . . . , vs−1 onsistent with the uniform distri-
bution on H-olourings. Note that it is possible to do this sine we obtained the
olour for site vs in eah distribution from the indued distribution on that site. If
l′ = s this ompletes the oupling.
2. If the same olour is assigned to vs then the remaining sites an be oloured the same
way in both distributions sine the onditional distributions are the same. Other-
wise, for all pairs (c′1, c
′
2) of distint olours the oupling is ompleted by reursively
onstruting a oupling of
[
D
(l′)
c1,d
| vs = c
′
1
]
= D
(l′−s)
c′1,d
and
[
D
(l′)
c2,d
| vs = c
′
2
]
= D
(l′−s)
c′2,d
.
This ompletes the oupling onstrution and we will prove by strong indution that for
j ∈ {1, . . . , l′}
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ js⌋
. (3)
Firstly the ases 1 ≤ j ≤ s − 1 are established by observing that ⌊j/s⌋ = 0 and the
probability of disagreement at any site is at most 1. The ase j = s is established in
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Lemma 18. Now for s < j ≤ l′, suppose that (3) holds for all positive integers less than
j. Let S− = {s, 2s, . . . } and dene the quantities j− and aj by j− = max{x ∈ S− | x <
j} = ajs observing that 1 ≤ j − j− ≤ s. Now
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj− = c
′
1, y
′
vj−
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
|vj−=c
′
1,D
(l′)
c2,d
|vj−=c
′
2)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
)
=
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj− = c
′
1, y
′
vj−
= c′2)
× Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′−j−)
c′
1
,d
,D
(l′−j−)
c′
2
,d
)
(x′vj−j−
6= y′vj−j−
).
Observe that for any pair (c′1, c
′
2) of olours, if the probabilities of assigning c
′
1 to vj− in
D
(l′)
c1,d
and c′2 to vj− in D
(l′)
c2,d
are both non-zero then the distributions D
(l′−j−)
c′1,d
and D
(l′−j−)
c′2,d
are both non-empty and hene, using Lemma 18 for l′ − j− ≥ s and upper-bounding
probability of disagreement by one otherwise, we get
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj 6= y
′
vj
)
≤
∑
c′1,c
′
2
Pr
(x′,y′)∈Ψ(D
(l′)
c1,d
,D
(l′)
c2,d
)
(x′vj−
= c′1, y
′
vj−
= c′2)
(
1j−j−=s(1− 1/q
s) + 1j−j− 6=s
)
≤


(
1− 1
qs
)j j−
s
k
+1
if j − j− = s(
1− 1
qs
)j j−
s
k
if j − j− 6= s
(4)
where last inequality is the indutive hypothesis sine j− < j.
First onsider the ase j− j− 6= s in whih we have j−+ b = j for some 1 ≤ b ≤ s−1.
Then ⌊
j− − 1
s
⌋
=
⌊
ajs− 1
s
⌋
= aj − 1 < aj =
⌊ajs
s
⌋
=
⌊
j−
s
⌋
and so for 1 ≤ b ≤ s− 1 ⌊
j− + b
s
⌋
=
⌊
j−
s
⌋
whih implies that ⌊
j−
s
⌋
=
⌊
j
s
⌋
. (5)
Now suppose j − j− = s whih substituting for j− gives⌊
j−
s
⌋
=
⌊
j − s
s
⌋
=
⌊
j
s
⌋
− 1. (6)
Substituting (5) and (6) in (4) ompletes the proof.
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We are now ready to dene the oupling of the distributions of ongurations obtained
from one omplete san of the Markov hainM
FixedOrder
. The oupling is dened for pairs
(x, y) ∈ Si. We will let (x
′, y′) denote the pair of ongurations after one omplete san
of M
FixedOrder
starting from (x, y) and let (xk, yk) be the pair of ongurations obtained
by updating bloks Θ0, . . . ,Θk−1 starting from (x, y) = (x
0, y0). Observe that (x′, y′) is
obtained by updating blok Θm2 from the pair (x
m2 , ym2).
The oupling for updating blok Θk is dened as follows. Let i and i
′
be the sites on the
boundary of Θk. The order of the san will ensure that at most one of the boundaries is a
disagreement in (xk, yk), so we only need to dene the oupling for boundaries disagreeing
on at most one end of Θk; suppose without loss of generality that x
k
i′ = y
k
i′ = d for some
d ∈ C. Firstly, if xki = y
k
i then the set of valid ongurations arising from updating Θk is
the same in both distributions and we use the identity oupling.
Otherwise xki 6= y
k
i . If H is not bipartite then Lemma 15 implies the existene of a
(m2 + 1)-edge path between both x
k
i and d and between y
k
i and d. If H is bipartite then
xki and y
k
i are in the same olour lass but d is in the opposite olour lass of H sine l2
is even. Lemma 16 implies the existene of a (m2 + 1)-edge path between both x
k
i and d
and between yki and d. Hene both distributions D
(l2)
xki ,d
and D
(l2)
yki ,d
are non-empty and we
obtain (xk+1, yk+1) from Ψ(D
(l2)
xki ,d
, D
(l2)
yki ,d
) whih is the oupling onstruted in Lemma 19.
Note that if k = m2 (i.e. the blok is the last blok whih may not be of size l2) then both
distributions remain (trivially) non-empty. For ease of referene we state the following
orollary of Lemma 19.
Corollary 20. For any two sites v, u ∈ V let d(v, u) denote the edge distane between
them. For any blok Θk let i and i
′
be the sites on the boundary of Θk and suppose that
xki′ = y
k
i′ = d for any d ∈ C. Obtain (x
k+1, yk+1) from the above oupling. Then for any
j ∈ Θk
Pr(xk+1j 6= y
k+1
j ) ≤


(
1− 1
qs
)⌊ d(i,j)s ⌋
if xki 6= y
k
i
0 otherwise.
Lemma 21. For any positive integers s, k, x
sk∑
j=1
(
1−
1
x
)⌊ js⌋
< sx.
Proof.
sk∑
j=1
(
1−
1
x
)⌊ js⌋
= (s− 1) + s
k−1∑
j=1
(
1−
1
x
)j
+
(
1−
1
x
)k
< s
∑
j≥0
(
1−
1
x
)j
< sx.
The following lemma implies Theorem 4 by Theorem 9 (path oupling).
Lemma 22. Suppose that (x, y) ∈ Si and obtain (x
′, y′) by one omplete san ofM
FixedOrder
.
Then
E [Ham(x′, y′)] < 1−
1
4sqs + 2
.
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Figure 5: Site i is on the boundary of Θa and is not ontained in any blok Θa′ with
a′ < a.
i
Θa
aβs+ 1 (a+ 2)βs
Proof. First suppose that i is not on the boundary of any blok and that Θb is the
rst blok ontaining i. In this ase Corollary 20 gives us Pr(xb+1i 6= y
b+1
i ) = 0 and so
Ham(x′, y′) = 0.
Now suppose that i is on the boundary of some blok Θa. Reall the denition of a
blok
Θk = {kβs+ 1, . . . ,min(kβs+ 2βs, n)}.
If i is also ontained in a blok Θa′ with a
′ < a then Corollary 20 gives Pr(xa
′+1
i 6=
ya
′+1
i ) = 0 and hene Ham(x
′, y′) = 0.
If site i is not updated before Θa then i = (a+2)βs+1 as shown in Figure 5 and the
disagreement perolates through the sites in Θa during the update of Θa. Using Corollary
20 we have for j ∈ Θa
Pr(xa+1j 6= y
a+1
j ) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ i−js ⌋
(7)
in partiular, the sites in Θa \Θa+1 = {aβs+1, . . . (a+1)βs} will not get updated again
during the san and hene for j ∈ Θa \Θa+1
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ (a+2)βs+1−js ⌋
. (8)
Now onsider the update of any blok Θk from the pair of ongurations (x
k, yk)
where k > a. There annot be a disagreement at site (k+2)βs+1 sine that site has not
been updated (and it was not the initial disagreement) so the only site on the boundary
of Θk that ould be a disagreement in (x
k, yk) is kβs. Hene from Corollary 20, for
j ∈ {kβs+ 1, . . . ,min((k + 2)βs, n)}
Pr(xk+1j 6= y
k+1
j | x
k
kβs 6= y
k
kβs) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ j−kβss ⌋
. (9)
We show by indution on k that for a+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m2
Pr(xkkβs 6= y
k
kβs) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)β(k−a)
. (10)
The base ase, k = a + 1 follows from (7) sine j = kβs = (a + 1)βs = aβs + βs ∈ Θa.
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Now suppose that (10) is true for k − 1. Then
Pr(xkkβs 6= y
k
kβs) = Pr(x
k
kβs 6= y
k
kβs | x
k−1
(k−1)βs 6= y
k−1
(k−1)βs) Pr(x
k−1
(k−1)βs 6= y
k−1
(k−1)βs)
≤
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ kβs−(k−1)βss ⌋(
1−
1
qs
)β(k−a−1)
=
(
1−
1
qs
)β (
1−
1
qs
)β(k−a−1)
=
(
1−
1
qs
)β(k−a)
using the indutive hypothesis and (9).
Now for eah site j ≥ (a + 1)βs + 1, that is site j is updated at least one following
blok Θa, write j = kjβs+ bj with 1 ≤ bj ≤ βs where kj denotes is the index of the blok
in whih j is last updated.
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j) = Pr(x
kj+1
j 6= y
kj+1
j )
≤ Pr(x
kj+1
j 6= y
kj+1
j | x
kj
βkjs
6= y
kj
βkjs
) Pr(x
kj
βkjs
6= y
kj
βkjs
).
We an then apply (9) to the rst omponent of the produt sine j ∈ {kjβs+1, . . . ,min(kjβs+
2βs, n)} and (10) to the seond sine a+ 1 ≤ kj ≤ m2 to get
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j) ≤
(
1−
1
qs
)j bj
s
k(
1−
1
qs
)β(kj−a)
.
Then, using linearity of expetation and (8), we have
E [Ham(x′, y′)] =
∑
j
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j)
=
∑
j∈Θa\Θa+1
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j) +
∑
j∈
S
k≥a+1Θk
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j)
≤
(a+1)βs∑
j=asβ+1
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ (a+2)βs+1−js ⌋
+
m2∑
kj=a+1
βs∑
bj=1
(
1−
1
qs
)j bj
s
k(
1−
1
qs
)β(kj−a)
=
βs∑
r=1
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊βs+rs ⌋
+
m2∑
kj=a+1
(
1−
1
qs
)β(kj−a) βs∑
bj=1
(
1−
1
qs
)j bj
s
k
<
(
1−
1
qs
)β βs∑
r=1
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ rs⌋
+
∑
t≥1
((
1−
1
qs
)β)t βs∑
bj=1
(
1−
1
qs
)j bj
s
k
<
(
1−
1
qs
)β
sqs +
(
1− 1
qs
)β
sqs
1−
(
1− 1
qs
)β
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where the last inequality uses Lemma 21 and the sum of a geometri progression. Sub-
stituting the denition of β and using the fat (1− 1/x)x < e−1 for x > 0 we get
E [Ham(x′, y′)] <
(
1−
1
qs
)⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉qs
sqs +
(
1− 1
qs
)⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉qs
sqs
1−
(
1− 1
qs
)⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉qs
<
sqs
e⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉
+
sqs
e⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉(1− e−⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉)
=
sqs
e⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉
+
sqs
e⌈log(2sqs+1)⌉ − 1
≤
sqs
2sqs + 1
+
sqs
2sqs
= 1−
1
4sqs + 2
whih ompletes the proof.
4 H-olouring using a random update Markov hain
Reall that the random update Markov hain M
RND
on Ω∼ is dened as follows. We
again let s = 4q+1 and we dene γ = 2qs+1. We then dene a set of n+ sγ − 1 bloks
of size at most sγ as follows.
Θk =
{
{k, . . . ,min(k + sγ − 1, n)} when k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
{1, . . . , n+ sγ − k} when k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , n+ sγ − 1}
By onstrution of the set of bloks eah site is adjaent to at most two bloks and
furthermore eah site is ontained in exatly sγ bloks. One step of M
RND
onsists of
seleting a blok uniformly at random and performing a heat-bath update on it. We will
prove (using path oupling) Theorem 6 namely that M
RND
mixes in O(n logn) updates
for any H .
We begin by dening the required oupling. For a pair of ongurations (x, y) ∈ Si
we obtain the pair (x′, y′) by one step of M
RND
. That is we selet a blok uniformly at
random and perform a heat bath move on that blok. We an again use Lemma 19 from
Setion 3 to onstrut the required oupling for updating blok Θk sine the denition
of s is the same in both Markov hains. If i is not on the boundary of Θk then the sets
of valid H-olourings of Θk are the same in both distributions and we use the identity
oupling. If i is on the boundary of Θk then we let the other site on the boundary be
oloured d in both x and y. We then obtain (x′, y′) from Ψ(D
(sγ)
xi,d
, D
(sγ)
yi,d
) whih is the
oupling onstruted in Lemma 19. The disagreement probabilities are summarised in
the following orollary (of Lemma 19).
Corollary 23. For any two sites v, u ∈ V let d(v, u) denote the edge distane between
them. Suppose that a blok Θk has been seleted to be updated. For any pair (x, y) ∈ Si
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obtain (x′, y′) from the above oupling. Then for any j ∈ Θk
Pr(x′j 6= y
′
j) ≤


(
1− 1
qs
)⌊ d(i,j)s ⌋
if i is on the boundary of Θk
0 otherwise.
The following lemma implies Theorem 6 by Theorem 9 (path oupling).
Lemma 24. Suppose that (x, y) ∈ Si and obtain (x
′, y′) by one step of M
RND
. Then
E [Ham(x′, y′)] < 1−
s
n+ 2sqs + s− 1
.
Proof. There are sγ bloks ontaining site i and if suh a blok is seleted then Ham(x′, y′) =
0. There are at most 2 bloks adjaent to site i and if suh a blok is seleted then the
disrepany perolates in the blok aording to the probabilities stated in Corollary 23.
This leaves n+sγ−1−sγ−2 = n−3 bloks that leave the Hamming distane unhanged.
Hene, using Lemma 21, we have
E [Ham(x′, y′)] ≤
2
n+ sγ − 1
(
1 +
γs∑
j=1
(
1−
1
qs
)⌊ js⌋)
+
n− 3
n + sγ − 1
<
n− 1
n+ sγ − 1
+
2sqs
n+ sγ − 1
=
2sqs + n− 1
2sqs + n− 1 + s
= 1−
s
2sqs + n− 1 + s
by substituting the denition of γ.
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